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RP® Financial, LC. Corporate Profile
RP® Financial, LC. (“RP Financial”) provides financial and management consulting services to financial
services companies,
companies including banks,
banks thrifts,
thrifts credit unions,
unions insurance companies,
companies mortgage companies
and others. RP Financial offers a broad array of services, high quality and prompt service, hands‐on
involvement by our senior staff, careful structuring of strategic initiatives and sophisticated valuation
and other analyses consistent with industry practices and regulatory requirements. Our staff has
extensive consulting,
consulting valuation,
valuation financial advisory and industry backgrounds.
backgrounds

Strategic Planning Services
Valuation Services
Management Studies
Merger Advisory Studies
Enterprise Risk Assessment Services
Other Consulting Services
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RP Financial Strategic Planning Core Team
Marcus Faust
Marcus Faust directs client engagements, including Strategic, Business and Capital Plans, Enterprise
Risk Management,
Management Mergers and Acquisitions,
Acquisitions and Management Studies.
Studies He also assists banking
companies under regulatory enforcement action in compliance with and resolution of such actions,
advises both healthy and troubled banking companies as well as private investors on strategic and
operational matters, including balance sheet and line of business restructuring. Mr. Faust has
contributed to numerous industry publications and spoken publically regarding banking and bank
regulatory matters, and acted as an expert on such matters. Mr. Faust has over 24 years of
progressive experience with private and public banks, both in executive management and board
positions, as a principal and as a bank regulator. Mr. Faust has held positions as Chairman of the
Board Chief Executive Officer,
Board,
Officer Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial Officer.
Officer He was a principal
organizer of de novo banks, directing the organizational and chartering process, including capital
raising, strategic and business planning, regulatory approval, operational setup and executive and
board member selection and recruitment. Mr. Faust has worked extensively with managements,
Boards regulators,
Boards,
regulators auditors,
auditors investors and investment bankers.
bankers He has assessed and implemented
restructuring and reengineering plans to mitigate risk identified through examination, due diligence
and enterprise risk assessment processes; developed and executed strategic business and CRA plans;
formulated policies and procedures; engaged in asset/liability, investment and balance sheet
management; negotiated,
negotiated executed and integrated bank mergers; and formulated and implemented
capital strategies.
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Overview of Analysis

•

RP® Financial compiled statistics that compare the median financial characteristics of
Mutual Banks (including non‐stock Mutual Holding Companies) to median financial
characteristics of other charter types: Mutual Holding Companies (“MHCs”), Stock
Thrifts Credit Unions and Commercial Banks
Thrifts,

•

Within each charter type,
yp , institutions were ggrouped
p
accordingg to asset size ((the
“Subgroup”)
 Assets under $250 million
 Assets between $250 million and $750 million
 Assets between $750 million and $5 billion
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Overview of Analysis Continued

•

We used Median data to eliminate the impact of the “outliers”

•

Median data for each Subgroup within the other charter types was compared to
p
subgroup
g p of Mutual Banks
Median data for the comparable

•

Results are displayed in the dashboard handout

•

The colors are designed to reflect performance by each subgroup of Mutual Banks vs.
performance
f
off the
th comparable
bl subgroups
b
within
ithi the
th other
th charter
h t types:
t
• “Red” indicates comparable subgroup group Underperforms Mutual Banks
• “Yellow” indicates “Neutral” (similar performance)
• “Green” indicates that the comparable subgroup Outperforms the Mutual Banks

•

The rows on the handout are numbered, columns have letters for ease of navigation as
we go through the rest of the presentation
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Number and Age of Institutions
•

Out of 571 Mutuals (including no‐stock MHCs), 475 (83%) are located in the Mid‐
Atlantic New England and Midwest; therefore RP® Financial
Atlantic,
Financial’ss analysis is primarily
focused on these regions

•

Breakdowns by charter type: (Row 1)
 Mutuals

475

5.8%

48

0.6%

252

3.1%

 Credit Unions

4,018

49.1%

 Commercial Banks
Total

3,393
8,186

41.4%
100.0%

 MHCs
 Stock Thrifts

•

Mutuals as a group have demonstrated the greatest longevity in terms of age (A2‐C2)
compared to any charter (G2‐R2)

•

MHC and Stock Thrift charter ages reflect the median conversion or stock issuance
date; all others the groups reflect the actual charter age
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Balance Sheet & Capital Trend Highlights

•

Mutuals grew over the last 12 months (A3,C3) while MHCs shrank (G3,I3) and Stock
Thrifts over $250 million in assets grew slower than Mutuals (K3,L3)
 Stock MHCs are young (G2‐I2) and grew mostly during the economic boom;
 Now MHC are suffering with higher NPAs (G8‐I8); mostly lower profitability (G12‐
I13) and lower capital ratios (except for largest MHC subgroup) (G6‐I7)

•

Commercial Banks and Credit Unions experienced the highest asset growth rate during
this period (M3‐R3), but they also started the year with lower loan to deposit ratios
(M5‐R5)

•

Liquidity ratios for Mutuals (A4‐C4) are similar to those for MHCs (H4‐I4) and Stock
Thrifts (J4‐L4), but higher than commercial banks (P4‐R4) within the same subgroups
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Balance Sheet & Capital Trend Highlights

•

Loan to deposit ratios trends at Mutuals (A5‐C5)
(A5 C5) mirror liquidity trends
 Unusual trend given Commercial Banks’ lower liquidity, which would ordinarily
p y a higher
g
loans to deposit
p
ratio ((P5‐R5))
imply
 Could be evidence that Commercial Banks are choosing to invest in longer term
investments rather than loans

•

Mutuals’ capital ratios (A6‐C7) are the highest across all charters and almost all
subgroups (G7
(G7‐R7)
R7)
 This is an indication that Mutuals and CUs (M6‐O7) are under less pressure to
leverage, don’t distribute their capital and thus maintain higher capital ratios
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Asset Quality Trend Highlights
•

Based on NPAs/Assets (excluding TDRs), Mutuals (A8‐C8) exhibit stronger asset quality
measures, in general, than MHCs (G8
(G8‐I8),
I8), stock thrifts (J8
(J8‐L8)
L8) and Commercial Banks
(P8‐R8) although we reflect them as “yellow” (within the same range)
 This suggests that Mutuals are more conservative, have less pressure to grow and
are therefore more traditional lenders

•

Mutuals have slightly lower ALLL/Loans (A9‐C9) ratios than most other charters (G9‐R9)
but they also exhibit far less credit risk as we will see below

•

Mutuals (A10‐C10) and Credit Unions (M10‐O10) have lower Texas Ratios
(Nonperforming Assets + Loans 90 days Past Due divided by Tier 1 Capital + ALLL) than
the other charters (G10‐L10, P10‐R10)
 Thus, less exposure to capital deterioration related to asset quality issues
 Lower Texas ratio correlates to lower NPAs/Assets

•

Significantly, Net Charge Offs to Average Loans over the past twelve months for
Mutuals (A11‐C11) are lower than those of any other charter (G11‐R11)
 Further evidence of Mutuals
Mutuals’ lower risk profile
 Allows Mutuals to be active in lending to facilitate economic recovery
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Profitability Trend Highlights (I)
•

ROAA (Row 12) comparisons are mixed:
 Mutuals (A12‐C12) are significantly more profitable than MHCs (G12‐I12)
 Mutuals are as profitable as Stock Thrifts from an ROAA perspective (J12‐L12)
 Credit Unions have a much broader range of profitability amongst their subgroups
(M12‐O12) as compared to Mutuals and they are not taxed
 Commercial Banks (P12‐R12) have the strongest performance across all subgroups
compared to any other charter

•

Mutuals generally have lower ROAEs (A13‐C13) than other charters (except they
perform better than MHCS) (G13‐I13) because they are more risk averse and therefore
less leveraged
 Profitability differential lower than it has been in the past

•

Net interest margins (A14‐C14) slightly lower than other charters (G14‐R14)
 Reflection of lower risk p
profile ((more 1‐4 Familyy loans)) and less leverage
g
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Profitability Trend Highlights (II)
•

Mutuals’ non‐interest income (A15‐C15) is lower than other charters (J15‐R15), except
MHCs (G15‐I15),
(G15 I15) which have very comparable non‐interest
non interest income to Mutuals
 Less asset growth, so origination fee income is lower
 More focus on traditional thrift operations and less emphasis on profit
maximization through fee generating products and services

•

Non‐interest expense trends are mixed (Row 16)
 Smallest subgroup of Mutuals (A16) has lower operating expenses than any other
subgroup (G16, J16, M16, P16)
 Mutuals
M t l between
b t
$250 $750 million
$250‐$750
illi
h
have
operating
ti
expenses (B16) that
th t are
comparable to those subgroups of other charters, but are lower than those of same
subgroup of credit unions, which have smaller loans/deposits (H16, K16, N16, Q16)
 Assets/employee
/ p y ratios support
pp these conclusions ((Row 18))

•

Mutuals tend to operate with less favorable efficiency ratios (A17‐C17) than other
charters (G17‐R17) as their lower or comparable operating expenses do not offset the
combined disadvantage in net interest margin (G14‐R14) and non‐interest income
(G15‐R15) recorded by other charters
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Loan and Deposit Mix
•

Mutuals carry significantly more 1‐4 family loans (A19‐C19) than any other group (G19‐
R19)
 Reflective of their charter and community orientation

•

Mutuals appear to have far less loan portfolio risk (A20‐C22) than most other charters
(G20‐R22)
 Limited diversification into higher risk non‐owner occupied commercial real estate
or construction & land development loans (Rows 20‐21)
 Less need to diversify due to less emphasis on earnings and more emphasis on
capital preservation and longevity

•

Mutuals enjoy stronger core deposits bases (A23‐C24) than other charters, in general
(G23‐R24)
 Evidenced by higher non‐CD deposit levels (Row 24)
 Indicative of customer loyalty and support
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Failure Trend Highlights

•

The failure cost per Mutual (A27‐C27) has been lower than the failure cost per Stock
Thrift (J27‐L27) or Commercial Bank (P27‐R27)


Investors appear to value mutual thrift assets and deposits more highly than
other charter assets and deposits



Mutuals have lower risk asset bases (1‐4 family residential mortgages), and
attractive core deposit bases
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Conclusions
•

Mutuals are generally operated more conservatively than other charters
 Higher capital ratios, on average (Rows 6‐7)
 Lower NPAs than other FDIC‐insured depository institutions (Row 8), with minor
exceptions
 Lower‐risk loan portfolios (Rows 19‐22)

•

The risk/return tradeoff is perhaps less evident today than in the past, as Mutuals’ have
ROAAs (A12‐C12) that are:
 Higher than MHCs (G12‐I12)
 Comparable to stock thrifts (J12‐L12)
 Higher
g
than credit unions on a tax‐adjusted
j
basis (M12‐O12)
• Assumes tax rate of 34% applied to CU earnings

•

As a charter‐class, it could be argued that Mutuals pose less financial risk to the FDIC
insurance fund than other charters
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RP Financial

QUESTIONS ?
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RP® Financial, LC.
RP® Financial, LC. ("RP Financial") provides financial and management consulting, merger advisory and valuation services to the financial services companies, including banks, thrifts, credit unions,
insurance companies, mortgage companies and others. We offer a broad array of services, high quality and prompt service, hands‐on involvement by our senior staff, careful structuring of strategic
initiatives and sophisticated valuation and other analyses consistent with industry practices and regulatory requirements. Our staff has extensive consulting, valuation, financial advisory and industry
backgrounds.
STRATEGIC PLANNING SERVICES
RP Financial’s strategic planning services, for established or de novo banking companies, provide effective feasible plans with quantifiable results to enhance shareholder value, achieve regulatory
approval or realize other objectives. We conduct situation analyses; establish mission/vision statements, develope strategic goals and objectives; and identify strategies to enhance value, address
capital, increase earnings, manage risk and tackle operational or organizational matters. Our proprietary financial simulation models facilitate the evaluation of the feasibility, impact and merit of
alternative financial strategies.
MERGER ADVISORY SERVICES
RP Financial’s merger advisory services include targeting buyers and sellers, assessing acquisition merit, conducting due diligence, negotiating and structuring deal terms, preparing merger business
plans and financial simulations, rendering fairness opinions, preparing fair valuation analyses and supporting post‐merger strategies. RP Financial is also expert in de novo charters, shelf charters and
failed bank deals with loss sharing or other assistance. Through financial simulations, valuation proficiency and regulatory familiarity, RP Financial's merger advisory services center on enhancing
shareholder returns.
VALUATION SERVICES
RP Financial’s extensive valuation practice includes mergers, thrift stock conversions, insurance company demutualizations, merger valuation and goodwill impairment, ESOPs, going private, secondary
offerings and other purposes. We are highly experienced in performing appraisals conforming with regulatory guidelines and appraisal standards. RP Financial is the nation’s leading valuation firm for
thrift stock conversions, with offerings ranging up to $4 billion.
MANAGEMENT STUDIES
RP Financial provides effective organizational planning, and we are often engaged to prepare independent management studies required for regulatory enforcement actions. We evaluate Board,
management and staffing needs, assess existing talent and capabilities and make strategic recommendations for new positions, replacement, succession and other organizational matters.
ENTERPRISE RISK ASSESSMENT SERVICES
RP Financial provides effective enterprise risk assessment consulting services to assist our clients in evaluating the degree to which they have properly identified, understood, measured, monitored and
controlled enterprise risk as part of a deliberate risk/reward strategy and to help them implement strategies to mitigate risk, enhance performance, ensure effective reporting and compliance with laws
and regulations and avoid potential future damage to their reputation and associated consequences and to mitigate residual risk and unanticipated losses.
OTHER CONSULTING SERVICES
RP Financial provides other consulting services including evaluating regulatory changes, development diversification and branching strategies, conducting feasibility studies and other research, and
preparing management studies in response to regulatory enforcement actions. We assist clients with CRA plans and revising policies and procedures. Our other consulting services are aided by
proprietary valuation and financial simulation models.
KEY PERSONNEL (Years of Relevant Experience & Contact Information)
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Ronald S. Riggins, Managing Director (31)
William E. Pommerening, Managing Director (27)
Marcus Faust, Director (23)
Gregory E. Dunn, Director (28)
James P. Hennessey, Director (25)
James J. Oren, Director (24)
Timothy M. Biddle, Senior Vice President (21)
Janice Hollar, Senior Vice President (29)
Carla H. Pollard, Senior Vice President (22)
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